
Background
The Bancorp Bank (Member FDIC, Equal Housing Lender), has been 
repeatedly recognized in the payments industry as the Top Issuer of Prepaid 
Cards (US), a top merchant sponsor bank and a top ACH originator. 
Specialized lending distinctions include National Preferred SBA Lender, a 
leading provider of securities-backed lines of credit, and one of the few bank-
owned commercial leasing groups in the nation.

Like many companies, The Bancorp performs periodic reviews of user access 
rights. Tony Meholic, Bancorp’s Chief Security Officer, sought to streamline 
what had previously been a very tedious and time-consuming effort. After a 
very rapid deployment of SCC’s Access Auditor, Tony’s security team not only 
saved countless hours of staff time, but also improved the security posture of 
the bank. The governance improvements earned very positive attention from 
the FDIC examiners and auditors as a major enhancement to the information 
security program.

The Challenge
As an FDIC regulated corporation, The Bancorp is required to perform user 
access reviews to ensure that staff have the appropriate access rights to 
key applications. The security team previously conducted the reviews semi-
annually through the use of very large and cumbersome Excel spreadsheets. 
This spreadsheet rodeo would take approximately 6 weeks to complete and 
was very labor intensive.

A few of the key challenges included:

• Multiple data sources: While many privileges were managed by Active 
Directory, each department had unique applications managed outside of the 
corporate directory, requiring user access data to be manually entered into 
the master spreadsheet.

• Large volume of employees and access privileges: Bancorp has a 
population of 700 employees, some of which have over 300 disparate 
access privileges. The collation, management, and analysis was extremely 
unwieldy for manual processing.
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• Collation and management of data: As the review progressed, managers 
would return their portion of the access spreadsheet and their responses 
were imported by hand into the master file.

• Long completion time: The team needed over 6 weeks to complete a 
review.

• Labor intensive: Because of the large volume of employees in multiple 
departments, every staff member needed to be involved in managing the 
review process, making them unavailable for other crucial tasks.

The Solution
Faced with a daunting process for the required user entitlement reviews, The 
Bancorp searched for a better answer. Tony Meholic’s requirements were 
simple. “The goal was to establish some form of automation for the process 
so that it could be accomplished in a more efficient and timely manner.” While 
several large vendors proposed Identity Management tools, these proved to be 
too expensive, time-consuming, and complicated to use.

Tony’s quest for a simple and fast solution led him to Security Compliance 
Corp’s Access Auditor. Access Auditor was the ideal answer to streamline and 
simplify the entire user entitlement review process quickly and affordably.

Several features of Access Auditor convinced the Bancorp to move forward, 
including:

• Automated collation of access data and responses

• Centralized repository for access data (no more version management of a 
large spreadsheet)

• Easy web-based access for the reviewing managers

• Easy report generation

• Significant time savings

According to Meholic, “If Access Auditor could accomplish each of these 
features, it would be the perfect solution to our problem.”
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The Results
Access Auditor was a tremendous success for The Bancorp. As Tony notes, “The 
deployment for AA went very smoothly. It was up and running very quickly and 
the support was very responsive and helpful. The short term results were realized 
in the first user review. There was overwhelming approval from the managers on 
the ease of use and availability. As a result, we had a much more rapid response 
than when using the spreadsheets and the managers completed their reviews in 
a much shorter time.”

Another important result was the ease of linking user accounts from different 
systems without a consistent login ID. Since several applications used different 
login ID formats, the Identity Mapper and Fuzzy ID provided the ability to link 
disparate accounts from users across all systems in a matter of minutes.

CSO Tony Meholic summarizes, “We continue to expand our usage of Access 
Auditor. My team is able to obtain more granular data than ever before and can 
conduct a user review with minimal staff. We are also able to track the trending 
of various access privileges and efficiently eliminate unnecessary and orphaned 
access in a very efficient manner. FDIC examiners and auditors recognized this 
improvement as a major enhancement for the security program.”
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Security Compliance Corporation’s (SCC) Access Auditor® automates the periodic review and certification of user 
access rights and entitlements. SCC’s workflow engine provides the ultimate flexibility in defining and managing the 
periodic attestation of user access rights. The enhanced Identity Mapper™ utilizes a proprietary algorithm to link 
user accounts from disparate systems back to the correct person, even when common identifiers or login IDs do not 
exist. Access Auditor’s consolidated view of user access rights enables customers to identify orphaned accounts left 
behind from terminated users, thus reducing the risk of fraud and audit findings. By automating labor-intensive tasks 
related to user access rights and separation of duties, SCC’s customers improve security while minimizing the costs 
of compliance. Founded in 2005, Security Compliance Corporation is based in Orinda, CA.
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Access Auditor Key Features
FEATURE DETAILS BENEFITS

Entitlement Reviews and 
Access Certification

• Managers and business owners certify access 
rights with a simple web-based solution

•	 Flexible	rules-based	workflow	defines	custom	
approvers	at	various	phases	of	a	certification

• Provides company-wide attestation of employee access rights 
and privileges required for IT best practices and compliance-
related audits (SOX, HIPAA, GLBA, ISO 27001, PCI, and 
others)

Fuzzy ID and the Identity 
Mapper

• Links users from disparate applications when no 
consistent login ID exists

• Proprietary name-matching algorithms 
automatically identify the same user in multiple 
systems with no common attribute

• Solves one of IT’s largest challenges, how to view access rights 
when no common attributes exist

• Eliminates the need to modify applications to insert a unique 
identifier

• Establishes a single repository of all access data across the 
entire enterprise

Role-Based Certifications 
and Role Definition Tool

•	 Defines	roles	and	role	memberships
•	 Performs	certifications	by	roles	and	exceptions	to	

improve accuracy and relevance
•	 Performs	what-if	scenarios	to	define	cross-

application enterprise roles

•	 Improves	relevance	of	certifications	by	reviewing	a	handful	of	
roles instead of hundreds of privileges

•	 Defines	and	manages	roles	by	comparing	role	memberships	
and exceptions

Consolidated View of 
User Access Rights

• Custom reports show real-time and historical data
• Orphaned user accounts from transfers and 

terminations are detected and reported 
• Historical record of access rights compliance

• Reveals users with inappropriate combinations of access rights
• Discovers orphaned or lost user IDs
• Provides documentary evidence of meeting access-related 

compliance controls

Real-Time Access and 
SOD Alerting

• System monitors for changes to user access data
•	 Simple	interface	for	configuring	custom	alerts	and	

actions
• Comprehensive cross-application separation of 

duties reports and alerts

• Generates alerts if access data has changed since the last 
audit scan

• Detects unauthorized changes to systems
• Warns business owners if users violate separation of duties 

rules

Automated Discovery • User access rights and group memberships are 
automatically discovered and processed

• Support provided for wide variety of commonly used 
applications without product customization

• Consolidates user data from diverse systems and groups by 
user and application

• Enables Access Auditor to provide a near real-time view of user 
entitlements


